Roncos Still Have Hopes For Little Rose Bowl
RONCOS STAY UNDEFEATED

Broncos Win on 60-Yard Pass
In Opening Minutes of Play

**Bill Moad Scores Only Touchdown**

Halfback Boy Mays tossed a long pass to End Bill Moad for 60 yards. It was the game against Albion Saturday afternoon when Mays first carried the football in Rose Bowl action. Tornadoes kicked a perfect extra point as the Bronco fans followed the referee's signal that the Albion 60. Halfback Wes Bell of the Panthers then gambled 15 yards through the B. J. C. outfit, finally being brought down by the tackle of the Idaho defense. Harry Goebel covered an Albion fumble to set the stage for the touchdown series.

**B.J.C.Scores Nine Victories During Season**

On enemy soil or on her own turf, the Bronco girls have occasioned soothing in some of the games, few times fasted than the victories would be.

It was B.J.C. all the way over Ricks 31-4; Carson, 27-14; Albion (first game), 22-0; and Idaho, 19-14; Idaho, 22-14; Oregon, 14-0; Bremerton, 9-6, and Idaho, 7-0. The remainder of the first half saw Albion make three kicks for touchdowns and one field goal.

The game was started by Wes Bell and converted in the first period, a Barry of Albion passes failed to connect as the game ended in the first period, and the only score of the day was the ballon, a Barry of Albion passes failed to connect as the game ended in the first period, and the only score of the day was the ball

Back in the Golden Days

Of Football Lore

In the early 1900's H. W. Heineman coached football at Georgia Tech.

In those days Heineman was known for the prodigious scores that he? Golden

stated to an Idaho newspaper that the Bronco fans would be

You being contributions for the Thanksgiving basket for a needy

family, especially the ones who make charity clothing or money is needed.

Association Women is prepared to give help to any

money or clothing with the collected form. The
donations have been reported to be

Opponents of the game against the Idaho.

The main hall was unusual for this

weekend, according to Mr. Tel-Addy, who has had two long-distance telephone conversations with Coach Richards, chairman of the Rose Bowl committee of the Paulson Chamber of Commerce.
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Key Larson enlisted as Duchess of the annual Golden Flame ball which was held in the auditorium at 9:00 o'clock Friday evening. Dr. Spulnic announced and crowned the Duchess, who was chosen from the court of seven girls. They were: Norma Mathews, Florence Davies, and Kay Larson.

The Golden Flame ball is an annual affair and open to all students. Tickets and programs were combined and mailed in the form of a small card. This held to the theme of medieval court and decorations, and dances were the same order.

The Duchess was presented a gift and was also made an honorary member of the Intercollegiate Knights for the rest of the year.

The girls on the court were nominated by the student body at large and from the final seven the Duchess chosen by the Knights. Girls nominated for Duchess were: Adele Gifford, Evelyn Zamzow, Jackie Hanson, Betty Bryant, Berenice Bauer, Anne Williams, Rachael Hamilton, Darolene McFall, Beverly Hayes, Andalene Granoff, Norma Mathews, Darlene Sura, Betty Gries, Charlotte Graham, Owen Aslin, Phyllis Davies, Eleanor Holden, Beverly Nelson, and Kay Larson.

Wally Walker was general chairman for the dance and assisting him were Kent Power, decorations; John Grooms, Norma Mathews, Darlene Sara, Betty Gries, Charlotte Graham, Owen Aslin, Phyllis Davies, Eleanor Holden, Beverly Nelson, and Kay Larson.
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The IK's have also sponsored the student directory which will be out shortly.

In a normal year close to 69,000,000 pounds of wild rabbit are harvested in the United States.
Sports Staff...

Recently the sports section has been receiving a variety of questions which concern the sports page. It may be not the best practice of the sports page...
**Student's Father on UNESCO**

Carmen Montomuto, BJC student, just received word that her daughter, Alister Montomuto, has been appointed a member of UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Social Council) which is stationed in Mexico City at the present time.

Moments reflect back Guatemalans to the University of Mexico on the council. He is also Guatemalan's ambassador when he was appointed to UNESCO, Vida, Mexico Life magazine, featured him in a leading article. "On UNESCO Tomorrow," he writes, "I see you're going to Pasadena."

Barbara Garrett: "I think they ought to go to Panama." Bill Newby: "They ought to go to Panama." Jack Smitchger: "Well, they're all right."

**Back in the Golden Days of Football**

(Continued from page 1.) The oldest usable helmets have been found at the University of California. They date back to the 1920's and are made of leather and wire. The wire was used to hold the helmet on the head. These helmets are still used by the University of California football team.

**Murrays**

Convenience
Locate
**S A V E**
Cash and Carry
Phone 4411
BOISE CLEANERS
1218 Capitol Blvd.

**Let's go to the...**

**W I N M A D W R O D E R**

**EVERYTHING FOR MEN**

Kal Surlat
Joe Surlat

10th and Main St. — Boise, Idaho

**STUDENT UNION CLOSE-OUT**

NATIONAL SWEATERS
MADE IN ENGLAND

**ENGINEERING SUPPLIES**

**B I O L O G I C A L S U P P L I E S**

Co-ordinated Paper

**STUDENTS! Take Advantage of Our PRE-XMAS SPECIALS For Photographs That Please**

FOX STUDIOS
915 Main — Phone 5692

**Ski Rental**

All new equipment with the Groswald in-line binding—$2.50 PER WEEK-END

**THE SKI BUS WILL BE STARTING SOON**

Inquire At
**HELLER'S SPORT SHOP**

**SUPPORT YOUR SKI CLUB — JOIN NOW**

**B J C R O U N D U P**

**Little Rose Bowl Chances**

(Continued from page 1.)

The two teams which will meet at the Rose Bowl May 22 in the annual Little Rose Bowl classic will be the University of Southern California and the University of Washington, as announced by the Rose Bowl committee. It is expected that both teams will have their full strength on hand for the game.

**Editing Column of Advice For Uncertain Students**

If Lucy Estrin has kept a diary when she was a student at Oberlin College, her life would be much easier these days. For Lucy wrote a diary column appearing in a national magazine—two pages of advice for the anxious student.

The questions Miss Estrin deals with range from: "Should I go steady in my sophomore year?" to "How can I say it's all over?"

Lucy prepared for her post with Varsity, The Young Man's Magazine, by being one of the most popular class of '46 girls in the Oberlin chapter, as the feature was featured of the Review, a weekly newspaper, and as an assistant editor of the college yearbook. In her Varsity magazine articles, Lucy's advice at ten major dating faults of college life. First, Joe-who's-in-love is the hero. He comes with an ex-ex, an ex-endorsement, and a long boring dialogue for the listener (1). And he's made no plans for the evening (3). The girl stimulants a suggestion while trying to get him out of her trap without assistance. She walks out (she drops the door) (4), and cash a hand (she falls in first) (5). At the bar they hide where they date and dance, the dancing date looks at Sassy Polly (4), assuming everybody to men in the same girl that she "looks amazing." Heredux without convincing her (7) and then, it's a Grand Rover man of tone, begins — a load of voice of all the conclusions he's ever made.

Finally he Enters his gentleman to the dance floor. He pitt限s while everyone else descents, and tries out a few routines that no American girl ever learns alone. When he meets a friend on the dance, she doesn't introduce the girl he's entertaining (9). And when he leaves her at the door after a brief tissle he says, "See you tomorrow, this is classy."

Stakes cannot travel as fast as people suspect. One species of kingfish has a maximum speed of about 8 miles an hour, a bull stakes 1/18 miles on an hour, and the red roses of California less than an hour.

**Travelogue**

This is the second in a series of column about various parts of the world. No matter whether they will be at an assembly the first week of term, presented by Mrs. Forte will include, 

- In Mexico City, grotsky Appassionato by Saint-Saens; Play
- In Washington, Glauzanov. The knowing span of Spanish is not a necessity but it has many advantages. Better positions will be obtained and forgetting
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**Comment From The Crowd**

Question: What do you think of R. C.'s undefeated football team?

Malene Kline: "Now what will they say?"

Jack Smitchger: "Well, they're all right."

Barbara Garrett: "I think they ought to go to Panama."

Bob Harris: "Wonderful."

Lavona Shaver: "I think they ought to go to Panama."

Rohemary Hill: "I think they are a pretty swell bunch of guys."

Their answer: "They ought to play in the Little Rose Bowl. I think sports performance undermines the defense."

**A D A THEATRE**

**TOMORROW**

**THE IDEAL THANKSGIVING TRIO**

**2 BOTH IN COLOR**

**"ADVENTURE ISLAND"**

(Rated on "Old "Idol"

**PLUS**

**ROY ROGERS**

In His Big Picture

"On the Old Spanish Trail" with

**ANDY DEVINE**
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